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Abstract: We reconsider a model introducing a scalar leptoquark φ ∼ (3,1,−1/3) to
explain recent deviations from the standard model in semileptonic B decays. The lepto-
quark can accommodate the persistent tension in the decays B¯ → D(∗)τ ν¯ as long as its
mass is lower than approximately 10 TeV, and we show that a sizeable Yukawa coupling
to the right-chiral tau lepton is necessary for an acceptable explanation. A characteristic
prediction of this scenario is a value of RD∗ slightly smaller than the current world aver-
age. Agreement with the measured B¯ → D(∗)τ ν¯ rates is mildly compromised for parameter
choices addressing the tensions in b → sµµ, where the model can significantly reduce the
discrepancies in angular observables, branching ratios and the lepton-flavor-universality
observables RK and RK∗ . The leptoquark can also reconcile the predicted and measured
value of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon and appears naturally in models
of radiative neutrino mass derived from lepton-number violating effective operators. As
a representative example, we incorporate the particle into an existing two-loop neutrino
mass scenario derived from a dimension-nine operator. In this specific model, the structure
of the neutrino mass matrix provides enough freedom to explain the small masses of the
neutrinos in the region of parameter space dictated by agreement with the anomalies in
B¯ → D(∗)τ ν¯, but not the b → s transition. This is achieved without excessive fine-tuning
in the parameters important for neutrino mass.
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1 Introduction
Recently, measurements in the decays of B mesons have established a number of significant
and unresolved deviations from the predictions of the standard model (SM). Many of these
involve rare flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) b → s transitions. An important
example is the LHCb collaboration’s measured suppression in the ratios
RK(∗) =
Γ(B¯ → K¯(∗)µ+µ−)
Γ(B¯ → K¯(∗)e+e−) , (1.1)
hinting towards a violation of lepton flavor universality (LFU). Although the prediction
of each individual decay rate is plagued by hadronic uncertainties, these cancel out in the
ratios RK and RK∗ in the regime where new-physics effects are small [1–3]. In the SM the
prediction of the observables outside of the low-q2 region is determined by physics which is
wholly independent of the flavor of the lepton pair in the final state, making RK and RK∗
finely sensitive to violations of LFU. LHCb finds [4]
RK = 0.745
+0.090
−0.074 ± 0.036, (1.2)
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Experiment RD RD∗
BaBar [24] 0.440± 0.058± 0.042 0.332± 0.024± 0.018
Belle [26–28]
0.375± 0.064± 0.026 0.293± 0.038± 0.015
— 0.302± 0.030± 0.011
— 0.270± 0.035+0.028−0.025
LHCb [29] — 0.336± 0.027± 0.030
HFAG average1 [36] 0.397± 0.040± 0.028 0.316± 0.016± 0.010
Our average — 0.311± 0.016
SM prediction 0.299± 0.011 [37] 0.252± 0.003 [38]
Table 1: A summary of results associated with b → cτν. Our average includes the most
recent Belle measurements of RD∗ , it is calculated by taking an error-weighted mean after
summing statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature.
for dilepton invariant mass squared range 1 GeV2 < q2 < 6 GeV2, while the SM demands
RSMK = 1.0003± 0.0001 [5]. More recently, LHCb have also measured RK∗ [6]:
RK∗ =
{
0.660 +0.110−0.070 ± 0.024 for 0.045 GeV2 < q2 < 1.1 GeV2
0.685 +0.113−0.069 ± 0.047 for 1.1 GeV2 < q2 < 6 GeV2
, (1.3)
a deviation from the SM prediction [7] at the 10% level and a clear signpost to new physics.
A number of analyses have argued that each of these ∼ 2.5σ discrepancies can be eliminated
through a four-fermion effective operator (s¯γµPLb)(µ¯γµPLµ), leading to new contributions
to the muonic decay mode of the B meson [2, 8–19]. Such an effective operator can also
ameliorate other tensions in the measurements of angular observables and branching ratios
involving the b → s transition, although these are subject to sizeable hadronic uncertain-
ties [20–23]. Currently, global fits suggest new physics in (s¯γµPLb)(µ¯γµPLµ) is preferred at
between 4.2 and 6.2σ [2, 16–19] over the SM, and many new-physics models attempting to
explain this deviation exist.
Another intriguing anomaly is the long-standing deviation in the ratios
R
τ/`
D(∗) =
Γ(B¯ → D(∗)τ ν¯)
Γ(B¯ → D(∗)`ν¯) , (1.4)
where ` ∈ {e, µ}, reported by the BaBar [24, 25], Belle [26–28] and LHCb [29] collaborations.
These measurements show a remarkable degree of self-consistency and together amount to
a deviation larger than 4σ from the SM expectation [30–35]. Measurements of the dilepton
invariant mass distribution disfavor many popular new physics scenarios (e.g. type-II two
Higgs doublet models [24]) as candidate explanations. We present a summary of the recent
experimental results and SM predictions associated with b→ cτν in Table 1.
1The HFAG average does not include the most recent Belle measurement [28].
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A common origin for RD(∗) and the anomalous b → s data is suggested naturally
if the former is explained by the effects of the operator (c¯γµPLb)(τ¯ γµPLν), related in its
general structure by SU(2)L invariance to the aforementioned four-fermion effective operator
accounting for the b → s anomalies. A number of models exploring this idea have been
suggested in the literature [39–53] (along with many others addressing one or the other
anomaly, e.g. [11, 15, 30, 32, 54–67]) and among these minimal explanations the Bauer–
Neubert (BN) model [40] is one of notable simplicity and explanatory power: a TeV-scale
scalar leptoquark protagonist mediating B¯ → D(∗)τ ν¯ at tree-level and the b → s decays
through one-loop box diagrams. The leptoquark transforms under the SM gauge group
like a right-handed down-type quark and its pattern of couplings to SM fermions can also
reconcile the measured and predicted values of the anomalous magnetic moment of the
muon, another enduring tension.
Taken together, these measurements paint a picture of new physics interacting more
strongly with the second and third generations of SM fermions, introducing lepton fla-
vor non-universality and FCNC interactions at energies not significantly higher than the
electroweak scale. Interestingly, many of these phenomenological motifs arise naturally in
radiative models of neutrino mass, hinting towards the attractive possibility of a common
explanation for both phenomena.
The disparity in scale between the masses of the charged fermions and the sub-eV
neutrinos is a well-established shortcoming of the SM. A distinguishing feature is that the
neutrinos may be Majorana fermions whose mass term can be generated from suitable
lepton number violating effective operators when the high-scale physics is integrated out.
Effective operators that violate lepton number by two units (∆L = 2) have been categorized
and studied in the literature [68, 69], and a diverse landscape of models emerges by consid-
ering different completions of these in the ultraviolet (UV). The process of opening up the
operators and developing renormalizable models of neutrino mass has been formalized into
a minimal model building prescription [70] from which the canonical seesaw models and
popular radiative scenarios emerge naturally. Previous work has also considered radiative
neutrino mass models whose particle content addresses RK [53, 62, 71–73], RD(∗) [47, 53]
and (g − 2)µ [53, 71–74]. In Refs. [47, 62] the flavor anomalies are explained through two
light scalar or vector leptoquarks whose couplings to the SM Higgs doublet and fermions
prohibit a consistent assignment of lepton number to the leptoquarks such that the sym-
metry is respected. Thus U(1)L is explicitly broken by two units and the neutrinos gain
mass at the one-loop level [75], apart from the imposition of any additional symmetries2.
A general feature of such models is that large amounts of fine-tuning are required to sup-
press the neutrino mass to the required scale with at least one set of leptoquark–fermion
couplings sizeable enough to explain the anomalies.
Our aim in this work is twofold: (i) to study the scalar leptoquark model in the context
of some previously unconsidered constraints and comment more definitely on its viability as
an explanation of both RD(∗) and RK(∗) ; and (ii) to build on previous work by considering a
2Mass generation in Ref. [74] occurs at the two-loop level because the Yukawa couplings of one of the
leptoquarks to the left-chiral fermions is turned off.
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two-loop neutrino mass model (first presented in Ref. [76]) whose particle content includes
the TeV-scale scalar leptoquark present in the BN scenario. In doing so we hope to establish
the explanatory power of this simple extension of the SM, emphasizing the simplicity with
which it can be embedded into a radiative model of Majorana neutrino mass. We find that
the two-loop scheme heavily alleviates the fine-tuning present in the one-loop models, and
we expect this result to be general for all two-loop topologies.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the scalar
leptoquark model in which the phenomenological analysis of Section 3 takes place. Within
this analysis, we present the regions of parameter space interesting for the flavor anomalies
in Section 3.1, relevant constraints for the model in Section 3.2 and a general discussion of
our results in Section 4. Finally, in Section 4.2 we incorporate the scalar leptoquark into a
representative two-loop neutrino mass model.
2 The scalar leptoquark model
The leptoquark φ that features in the BN model transforms under the SM gauge group
as φ ∼ (3,1,−1/3), corresponding to the leptoquark S1 in the nomenclature of Ref. [77].
These transformation properties lead to generalized Yukawa couplings of the leptoquark
to SM quarks and leptons as well as baryon number violating diquark couplings which we
choose to turn off to avoid destabilizing the proton3. The part of the Lagrangian relevant
to φ is4
Lφ = (Dµφ)
†(Dµφ) +m2φ|φ|2 − κ|H|2|φ|2 + xˆijLˆiLQˆjLφ† + yˆij eˆiRuˆjRφ+ h.c., (2.1)
where H is the SM Higgs doublet, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} are generational indices, interaction
eigenstate fields are hatted and χψ = χcψ for spinor fields, while SU(2)L indices have been
suppressed. We move from the interaction to the charged-fermion mass basis through the
unitary transformations
uˆiL = (Lu)
ijujL, dˆ
i
L = (Ld)
ijdjL, uˆ
i
R = (Ru)
ijujR,
eˆiL = (Le)
ijejL, νˆ
i
L = (Le)
ij ν˘jL, eˆ
i
R = (Re)
ijejR,
(2.2)
where V = L†uLd is the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix and the Pontecorvo–
Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (PMNS) matrix U rotates the neutrino weak-eigenstate fields ν˘iL
into the mass basis: νiL = U
ij ν˘jL. Applying these transformations, the pertinent parts of
the Lagrangian can be written
Lφ ⊃ xij ν˘iLdjLφ† − [xV†]ijeiLujLφ† + yijeiRujRφ+ h.c.
≡ xij ν˘iLdjLφ† − zijeiLujLφ† + yijeiRujRφ+ h.c.
(2.3)
where the Yukawa couplings to the left-handed fermions are related through
z = xV† . (2.4)
3This can be achieved through the imposition of an appropriate symmetry.
4The correspondence between our Yukawa couplings and those of Ref. [40] is xˆij = −λLji and yˆij = λRji∗.
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The xij and yij are free parameters in our model, with the zij fixed through Eq. (2.4).
The Yukawa couplings of the leptoquark to the first generation of SM fermions are heavily
constrained by a number of processes we discuss in Section 3.2. In general, constraints from
processes involving the down-quark are more severe for this leptoquark, and for the sake of
simplicity we therefore take
x =
0 0 00 x22 x23
0 x32 x33
 (2.5)
throughout this work. Note that in our notation x22 = xνµs, et cetera. We emphasize that
even with such a texture, non-zero Yukawa couplings to the up-quark cannot be avoided
since they are generated through the quark mixing of Eq. (2.4).
Approximate bounds on the mass of the φ can be inferred from collider searches. After
pair-production, the final states of interest for this work are ``jj, `jj + /ET and jj + /ET ,
where ` ∈ {µ, τ}. The current most stringent results from these channels are presented
here. Experimental limits are usually presented in (mLQ, β) space, where β represents the
branching ratio to the charged lepton and quark. The CMS collaboration places an upper
limit of 1080 (760) GeV on the mass of second generation scalar leptoquarks in the µµjj
channel assuming β = 1 (0.5), while in the combined µµjj and µjj + /ET channel, the
mass exclusion reach for β < 1 is improved: for β = 0.5, for example, second generation
leptoquark masses below 800 GeV are excluded [78]. The most stringent limits in the
bb + /ET channel come from ATLAS. Their analysis excludes third generation leptoquark
masses below 625 GeV at 95% confidence for β = 0 [79]. Ref. [80] finds a lower bound
between 400 – 640 GeV for the BN leptoquark, although this range is specific to certain
parameter choices.
3 Phenomenological analysis
The leptoquark φ supports a rich beyond-the-standard-model phenomenology which in-
cludes FCNC interactions as well as the possibility of lepton flavor violation and non-
universality. The primary motivations for this work are charged current processes in the
up-quark sector and FCNCs in the down-quark sector, since these are posited to explain the
anomalous measurements in RD(∗) and the b→ s transition, respectively. The new physics
essential to explain these anomalies also implies many heavily constrained exotic processes,
whose adverse effects on the parameter space available to the model are also computed.
Throughout this section, we account for the running of αs from the leptoquark-mass scale
to the scale appropriate to the process considered.
For notational convenience, we remove the breve from the neutrino flavor-eigenstate
fields, since we work exclusively with these in this section. We also define
mˆφ =
mφ
TeV
. (3.1)
3.1 Signals
Below we study the ways in which the leptoquark can ameliorate the discrepancies in the
charged current processes B¯ → Dτν¯ and B¯ → D∗τ ν¯ as well as the neutral current decays
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associated with the anomalous b → s data. We also include the leptoquark’s contribution
to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.
3.1.1 Charged current processes
The leptoquark’s role in decays of the form b→ c`iνj can be parameterized by the effective
Lagrangian [30]
L ijCC = −
4GF√
2
Vcb
[
CijV (c¯γ
µPLb)(¯`iγµPLνj) + C
ij
S (c¯PLb)(
¯`
iPLνj)
+CijT (c¯σ
µνPLb)(¯`iσµνPLνj)
]
+ h.c.,
(3.2)
with the vector, scalar and tensor contributions generated after Fierz transformation, with
Wilson coefficients at the leptoquark mass scale given by
CijV =
1
2
√
2GFVcb
z∗i2xj3
2m2φ
+ δij , (3.3a)
CijS =
1
2
√
2GFVcb
yi2xj3
2m2φ
, (3.3b)
CijT = −
1
4
CijS . (3.3c)
The values of these operators required for a good fit to the available RD and RD∗
data have been studied in the literature, e.g. [30–35], often under the assumption of lepton-
flavor conservation—that is, new physics allowed only in C33V,S,T . One of the best-fit points
suggested by Ref. [32]:
z∗32x33
mˆ2φ
≈ 0.35, y32x33
mˆ2φ
≈ 0, (3.4)
is compatible with new physics only in C33V , and this is the benchmark considered in the
original conception of the BN model. The most recent measurements of RD∗ [27, 28] could
not have been included in their analysis.
We use these results to guide our study but proceed more generally. We evaluate
RD and RD∗ by taking an incoherent sum over neutrino flavors in the final state while
accounting for the interference between the SM and leptoquark contributions when the
flavors of the charged lepton and neutrino coincide. The ratio RD is evaluated using recently
calculated form factors from lattice QCD [37], and RD∗ using form factors [36] extracted
from experiments by BaBar [81, 82] and Belle [83, 84], since the lattice results are as yet
unavailable. We stress that the B → D∗ form factors are extracted from measurements
of the decays B¯ → D∗(µ, e)ν assuming the SM, and therefore our calculation becomes
unreliable when the leptoquark effects in the muonic mode are large. We implement the
calculation presented in Ref. [31] and refer the reader there for further detail.
We account for the effects of the running of the strong coupling αs down from the high
scale (Λ) to the b-quark mass scale (µb) for the scalar and tensor currents. The vector
coefficient CV does not run due to the Ward identity of QCD. At leading logarithmic order
– 6 –
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Figure 1: The dependence of the ratio of the tensor and scalar Wilson coefficients evaluated
at µb in b → c`ν as a function of the new-physics scale Λ, at which the ratio is −4. The
figure depicts the values down to which the ratio CS/CT evolves at µb. For example, running
from 1 TeV to µb implies CS/CT = −7.8.
CS(µb) =
[
αs(mt)
αs(µb)
] γS
2β
(5)
0
[
αs(Λ)
αs(mt)
] γS
2β
(6)
0 CS(Λ), (3.5a)
CT (µb) =
[
αs(mt)
αs(µb)
] γT
2β
(5)
0
[
αs(Λ)
αs(mt)
] γT
2β
(6)
0 CT (Λ), (3.5b)
where γS = −8, γT = 8/3 and β(nf )0 = 11 − 2nf/3 [85]. We use the Mathematica package
RunDec [86] to run αs from Λ ∼ TeV to µb = mb = 4.2 GeV. This results in a modification
of the relation between the scalar and tensor Wilson coefficients: CT (Λ) = −14CS(Λ).
Although most of the running occurs at the low scale (between µb and mt), the relationship
between these coefficients still depends non-negligibly on the chosen high scale. To illustrate
this dependence, we plot the ratio CS(µb)/CT (µb) against Λ in Fig. 1. Running down to
µb from higher scales increases the magnitude of the scalar coefficient relative to the tensor
one.
In Fig. 2 we present the results of our χ2 fit to the measured values of RD and RD∗ in
C33V –C
33
S space to elucidate the regions of interest. Our fit includes experimental uncertain-
ties, but none from the theory side. We fit to our own experimental average: 0.311± 0.016
(an error-weighted mean calculated by adding statistical and systematic uncertainties in
quadrature) which includes the most recent Belle measurements. For simplicity we assume
that the phase of the operators is aligned with the SM contribution and we do not account
for the experimental correlation between the measurements of RD and RD∗ . There exist
four regions which provide a good fit to the data for Λ = 1 TeV, the most easily accessible
has best-fit point (C33V , C
33
S ) ≈ (0.11, 0.034), corresponding to the same region as that sur-
rounding the point given in Eq. (3.4). Our results in this region are thus in good agreement
with those of Ref. [32]. The best-fit points of the four regions are summarized in Table 2.
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Region best-fit point (C33V , C
33
S )
A (0.11, 0.034)
B (−2.25, 0.81)
C (−2.12,−0.015)
D (0.26,−0.81)
Table 2: The best-fit points for our χ2 fit to the b→ cτν data for Λ = 1 TeV. Four distinct
regions emerge from our analysis, of which region A is the most convenient to attain in a
UV complete model, since it involves small values of the Wilson coefficients and guarantees
perturbative Yukawa couplings.
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
Figure 2: The values for C33V and C
33
S corresponding to a good fit to the RD and RD∗ data
at Λ = 1 TeV. The colors indicate the σ values of our fit. The right plot is zoomed to the
area around regions A and D.
3.1.2 Neutral current processes
The physics underlying the neutral current b→ s transitions in the model can be described
by the effective Lagrangian LNC:
LNC =
4GF√
2
VtbV
∗
ts
α
4pi
∑
IJ
CµIJO
µ
IJ , (3.6)
where I, J ∈ {L,R} and the operators in this chiral basis are defined below in terms of
O9,10. Following the matching procedure performed in Ref. [87], we find that the field φ
generates the operators
OµLL ≡
1
2
(Oµ9 − Oµ10) = (s¯γµPLb)(µ¯γµPLµ),
OµLR ≡
1
2
(Oµ9 + O
µ
10) = (s¯γ
µPLb)(µ¯γµPRµ)
(3.7)
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Wνµ
φ
t
µ s
b µ
φ
νi
φ
uj
s µ
b µ
Figure 3: The box diagrams contributing to CφLL and C
φ
LR in this scalar leptoquark model.
at the one-loop level with coefficients [40]
Cφ,µLL =
m2t
8piαm2φ
|z23|2 −
√
2
64piαGFm2φVtbV
∗
ts
∑
i
xi3x
∗
i2
∑
j
|z2j |2, (3.8a)
Cφ,µLR =
m2t
16piαm2φ
|y23|2
[
ln
m2φ
m2t
− f
(
m2t
m2W
)]
−
√
2
64piαGFm2φVtbV
∗
ts
∑
i
xi3x
∗
i2
∑
j
|y2j |2,
(3.8b)
where
f(x) = 1− 3
x− 1 +
3
(x− 1)2 lnx. (3.9)
For the rest of the discussion we remove the µ superscript from the Wilson coefficients and
operators associated with b→ sµµ, since we only consider new-physics effects in the muonic
mode. The dominant contributions are from the box diagrams shown in Fig. 3. There are
additional lepton flavor universal contributions from γ and Z penguins, however these are
subdominant: the Z penguins are suppressed by small neutrino masses and only the small
short-range contribution from the γ penguins contributes to Cφ9 .
The authors of Refs. [2, 16–19] conduct a global fit of all available experimental data
on the b → s decays. They find a good fit to the data for the chiral coefficients generated
by the leptoquark for
CNPLL ≈ −1.2 and CNPIJ ≈ 0 otherwise, (3.10)
where new physics is assumed to significantly alter only the muonic mode and the fit is
performed for CIJ ∈ R. This choice of coefficients eliminates the tensions in RK(∗) and
results in a significantly improved fit to all of the b → s data, with a total 4.2σ pull from
the SM [16]. Although a better fit to all of the data can be achieved for CNPLR < 0, the choice
CNPLR ≈ 0 allows slightly smaller values of CNPLL to explain the RK(∗) anomalies. We translate
the top plot of Fig. 1 in Ref. [16] into the chiral basis relevant for our leptoquark in Fig. 4
to elucidate the regions of interest. A good fit to the measurements of the LFU observables
RK and RK∗ is implied for −1.8 . CφLL . −0.8 with CφLR = 0 and values close to unity for
the mixed-chirality contribution require smaller values for CφLL to meet the central value
of the LFU measurements. The condition CφLR ≈ 0 implies a suppression of the Yukawa
– 9 –
-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
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Figure 4: Fig. 1 in Ref. [16] translated into the chiral basis. The figure shows the allowed
1, 2 and 3σ contours in the CNPLL –C
NP
LR plane. The orange contours represent the fit to only
LFU observables while the blue contours take into account all b→ s observables including
the branching ratios of Bs → µ+µ− and the BaBar measurement of B → Xse+e− [88].
couplings y2i, while C
φ
LL ≈ −1.2 requires large leptoquark couplings to the second and third
generation of left-handed quarks for the second term in Eq. (3.8a)—corresponding to the
second diagram in Fig. 3—to dominate over the first, since it alone can be negative.
Throughout the text, we follow Ref. [41] for the calculation of RK .
3.1.3 Anomalous magnetic moment of the muon
The leptoquark also mediates one-loop corrections to the γµµ vertex, contributing to the
muon anomalous magnetic moment. In the limit that m2φ  m2t , the contribution of φ to
aµ = (g − 2)µ/2 is given by [40, 89–91]
aφµ =
∑
i
mµmui
4pi2m2φ
(
7
4
− ln m
2
φ
m2ui
)
Re(y2iz2i)−
m2µ
32pi2m2φ
[∑
i
|z2i|2 +
∑
i
|y2i|2
]
, (3.11)
and the same-chirality terms are suppressed relative to the mixed-chirality term by a factor
of the muon mass, leading to the requirement of non-vanishing right-handed couplings for
an adequate explanation. We require that the leptoquark contribution account for the
measured anomaly, and thus that aφµ = (287± 80) · 10−11 [92].
The top-mass enhancement in the first term makes this the dominant contribution in
this model, and we illustrate the interesting values of y32 and z32 in Fig. 5 for leptoquark
mass values ofmφ = 1 TeV andmφ = 5 TeV. Large z23 values assist the model’s explanation
of RK(∗) , hence a combined explanation of this and the (g − 2)µ anomaly prefers a small
y23. Explicitly, the condition [40]
− 20.7(1 + 1.06 ln mˆφ)Re(y23z23) ≈ 0.08mˆ2φ (3.12)
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Figure 5: The 1 and 2σ allowed regions for aµ in the y23–z23 plane for leptoquark masses
of mφ = 1 TeV (left) and mφ = 5 TeV (right). The top-mass enhancement in the first term
of Eq. (3.11) allows the model to accommodate aµ with very small values for |y23| with
z23 6= 0.
must be satisfied to meet the central value of the measurements of aµ in this minimal case.
3.2 Constraints
We proceed by studying the constraints important for the leptoquark φ in the regions of
parameter space dictated by the flavor anomalies. This analysis includes the constraints
imposed by B, K and D meson decays, Bs–B¯s mixing, lepton-flavor violating processes and
electroweak measurements.
Many of these processes are studied in the context of an effective-operator framework.
Since much of the nomenclature for four-fermion operator coefficients is often only based on
the Lorentz-structure of each term, keeping the naming conventions present in the flavor-
physics literature for each process can lead to ambiguity. For this reason we index each
effective Lagrangian appearing in this section and retain the common names for each term,
with the Lagrangian’s index prepended to the label. For example, Ci,VL might correspond
to the coefficient of an operator like (φ¯γµPLχ)(ψ¯γµPLω) in Li, where φ, χ, ψ, ω represent
Fermion fields. For clarity we remind the reader that the coefficients of LCC and LNC
from the previous section are left unindexed.
For the reader’s convenience, we signpost the important results of this section below.
Constraints on the left-handed couplings. A feature of the BN model is that the
effective operators mediating the b → sµµ decays are generated through box diagrams,
since φ only couples down-type quarks to neutrinos at tree-level. As a consequence, the
large Yukawa couplings required to meet the b → s measurements will mediate FCNC
processes with a neutrino pair in the final state—processes to which they are related by
SU(2)L invariance—at tree level. This makes the b → sνν decays and K+ → pi+νν very
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constraining for this model’s explanation of RK(∗) . The former decay is more important,
since it involves the combination of left-handed couplings present in Eq. (3.8):
∑
i xi3x
∗
i2,
and essential to ensure a negative value for CφLL. The leptoquark also contributes to Bs–
B¯s mixing through box diagrams similar to those given in Fig. 3 with neutrinos running
through both internal fermion lines. We find measurements of Bs–B¯s mixing to be more
constraining than those of FCNC decays for leptoquark masses larger than a few TeV.
For small leptoquark masses, precision electroweak measurements of the Z`¯` couplings
place upper bounds on the sum of the absolute squares of left-handed couplings, and a
relative sign difference between couplings to the third-generation quarks and those to the
second implies the possibility of a mild cancellation taming these effects. A very important
constraint on the left-handed coupling |x22| can be derived from the meson decay D0 → µµ,
a large value of which aids the explanation of RK(∗) in this scenario. It has also recently
been pointed out [41] that the LFU evident in the ratio Rµ/eD = Γ(B¯ → Dµν¯)/Γ(B¯ → Deν¯)
represents a significant hurdle to the leptoquark’s explanation of RK , and we discuss this
constraint below.
Constraints on the product of left-handed couplings discussed above also frustrate the
model’s attempts to explain measurements of the ratios RD and RD∗ , specifically in those
areas of parameter space suggested by new-physics effects only in CijV . This implies the
need for non-vanishing right-handed couplings yij .
Constraints on the right-handed couplings. The right-handed couplings yij are gen-
erally less constrained in this leptoquark model, since they mediate interactions involving
fewer fermion species. The most stringent limits come from mixed-chirality contributions to
tau decays such as τ → µµµ and τ → µγ, as well as the precision electroweak measurements
mentioned above. Many right-handed couplings also feature in the model’s contributions
to B, D, and K decays.
3.2.1 Semileptonic charged current processes
Leptonic and semileptonic charged current processes are a sensitive probe of the model we
study, since the leptoquark φ provides tree-level channels for leptonic pseudoscalar meson
decays and semileptonic decays of the tau. In order to describe these processes, we generalize
the Lagrangian presented in Eq. (3.2) to
L ijkl1 = −
4GF√
2
Vuidj
[
Cijkl1,V (u¯iγ
µPLdj)(¯`kγµPLνl) + C
ijkl
1,S (u¯iPLdj)(
¯`
kPLνl)
+Cijkl1,T (u¯iσ
µνPLdj)(¯`kσµνPLνl)
]
,
(3.13)
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where the vector, scalar and tensor Wilson coefficients at the leptoquark mass scale now
read
Cijkl1,V =
1
2
√
2GFVuidj
z∗kjxli
2m2φ
+ δkl, (3.14a)
Cijkl1,S =
1
2
√
2GFVuidj
ykjxli
2m2φ
, (3.14b)
Cijkl1,T = −
1
4
Cijkl1,S , (3.14c)
in analogy with Eqs. (3.3). The leptonic decay rate for a pseudoscalar meson Pij ∼ u¯idj is
then given by [41]
Γ(Pij → `kνl) =
G2FmP |Vuidj |2
8pi
f2Pm
2
`k
(
1− m
2
`l
m2P
)2
·
∣∣∣∣Cijkl1,V − Cijkl1,S m2Pm`k(mui +mdj )
∣∣∣∣2 ,
(3.15)
where fP is the pseudoscalar meson decay constant. As before, we account for the effect of
the running of αs from the high scale to the scales appropriate for each decay for the scalar
operator. We take the relevant scale to be µ = mc = 1.27 GeV for the D meson decays and
µ = 2 GeV for the K decays, since this is the matching scale used in Ref. [93], from which
we take the decay constants. Explicitly,
C1,S(µ) =
[
αs(mb)
αs(µ)
] γS
2β
(4)
0
[
αs(mt)
αs(mb)
] γS
2β
(5)
0
[
αs(Λ)
αs(mt)
] γS
2β
(6)
0 C1,S(Λ), (3.16)
while the running for the scalar operator featuring in theB decays is the same as in Eq. (3.5).
Eq. (3.15) is finely sensitive to the Wilson coefficient C1,S since it has the effect of lifting
the chiral suppression of the SM due to the charged lepton mass in the denominator of
the last term. Recent work [41] has pointed out the importance of considering the decays
B → `ν¯, K → `ν¯, Ds → `ν¯ and B → D(∗)`ν, to which we also add a discussion of τ → Kν
and Bc → `ν¯ below. In addition, for each relevant process we calculate a LFU ratio, since
in many cases these are well measured quantities which constitute powerful probes of any
new-physics attempting to explain RD(∗) or RK(∗) . We summarize the limits and values we
take for these decays and their relevant ratios in Table 3. All values of the decay constants
used throughout this discussion are taken from Ref. [93].
The ratio
r
e/µ
K =
Γ(K → eν)
Γ(K → µν) (3.17)
is one of the most precisely measured quantities in weak hadronic physics. As such, the con-
sideration of next-to-leading-order corrections becomes important for our phenomenological
analysis of the effects of the leptoquark φ on these decays. Electroweak effects contribut-
ing to re/µK have been calculated to order e
2p4 in chiral perturbation theory, e.g. [99, 100].
Higher order contributions to the quotient Eq. (3.17) are proportional to the lowest order
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Observable Experimental value
Br(K → µν) (63.56± 0.11)%
Br(Ds → µν) (0.556± 0.025)%
Br(Ds → τν) (5.55± 0.24)%
Br(B → µν) < 1.0 · 10−6
Br(B → τν) (1.09± 0.24) · 10−4
Br(Bc → τν) . 30% [94]
r
e/µ
K =
Γ(K→eν)
Γ(K→µν) (2.488± 0.009) · 10−5
R
τ/µ
K =
Γ(τ→Kν)
Γ(K→µν) (1.101± 0.016) · 10−2
R
τ/µ
Ds
= Γ(Ds→τν)Γ(Ds→µν) 10.73± 0.69
+0.56
−0.53 [95]
R
µ/e
D =
Γ(B→Dµν)
Γ(B→Deν) 0.995± 0.022± 0.039 [96]
R
e/µ
D∗ =
Γ(B→D∗eν)
Γ(B→D∗µν) 1.04± 0.05± 0.01 [97]
Table 3: A table summarizing the experimental values we take for the various leptonic
branching ratios and LFU ratios considered in this section. Measurements quoted without
explicit citation are taken from Ref. [98].
contribution: re/µ,(0)K , calculated directly from Eq. (3.15). Including the effects of leading
higher-order logarithms through ∆LL, Eq. (3.17) can be written
r
e/µ
K = r
e/µ,(0)
K
(
1 + ∆Ke2p2 + ∆
K
e2p4 + · · ·
)
(1 + ∆LL) (3.18)
and we take ∆LL = 0.055%, ∆Ke2p2 = −3.786% and ∆Ke2p4 = (0.135 ± 0.011)% [99] in our
calculation.
One can extend the study of lepton-flavor universality in leptonic kaon decays by con-
sidering the crossed process τ → Kν. More specifically, the ratio
R
τ/µ
K =
Γ(τ → Kν)
Γ(K → µν) (3.19)
can be used to derive constraints on the muon and tau couplings of the leptoquark φ, and
a similar approach has been taken to constrain the couplings of a vector leptoquark in
Ref. [49]. For the numerator, we find
Γ(τ → Kν) = G
2
F |Vus|2
8pi
f2Km
3
τ
(
1− m
2
K
m2τ
)2∑
i
∣∣∣∣C123i1,V − C123i1,S m2Kmτ (mu +ms)
∣∣∣∣2 , (3.20)
and the ratio Rτ/µK is required to lie within 2σ of its experimental value: (1.101 ± 0.016) ·
10−2 [98].
Pion leptonic decays have been well-studied in the context of leptoquark models, and
measurements of the ratio Rµ/epi = Γ(pi → µν)/Γ(pi → eν) demand that leptoquark interac-
tions with the electron and first-generation quarks are small5 [101, 102]. The electron and
5In the most minimal case, a non-zero x21 implies z21 ≈ x21 and these couplings alone are sufficient to
mediate the decay pi+ → µ+ν.
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down-quark couplings play no role in the anomalies we consider in this work, and we only
require that the appropriate couplings are small enough to evade these constraints.
Comments on lepton flavor universality in B → D(∗)(e, µ)ν¯. An additional con-
straint comes from the observation that LFU is respected in the ratio of decay rates
R
µ/e
D(∗) =
Γ(B¯ → D(∗)µν¯)
Γ(B¯ → D(∗)eν¯) , (3.21)
implying a tension with the purported violation in µ–e universality evident in RK(∗) . This
constraint has been studied in Ref. [41], where it was concluded that the leptoquark model
cannot respect this constraint while explaining the suppression of RK in the absence of the
right-handed couplings yij . The ratio has been measured to be R
µ/e
D = 0.995 ± 0.022 ±
0.039 [96], while the reciprocal is presented for the D∗ ratio: Re/µD∗ = 1.04±0.05±0.01 [97].
In the case of Rµ/eD , 2σ consistency with the measurement allows for an approximately 10%
deviation from the SM prediction, a weaker bound than that presented in Ref. [41], while
the recent Belle result for Re/µD∗ permits only a 4% deviation for contributions to the muonic
mode. We find that these constraints become less important for leptoquark masses larger
than 1 TeV, permitting sizeable contributions to RK in this model. We illustrate this point
in the top plot of Fig. 6, where random points passing all of the constraints presented in
our analysis except Re/µD∗ are presented in the RK–R
µ/e
D plane. The parameters and ranges
taken in our scan are the same as those of scan I in Sec. 4 in which masses are sampled
randomly from the range [1, 5] TeV. The complementary set-up for Re/µD∗ is shown in the
bottom figure of Fig. 6, mutatis mutandis.
Comments on Bc → τν. The leptonic decays of the charmed B meson have not yet
been measured—few Bc mesons are produced at e+e− B-factories and the leptonic mode
cannot be reliably reconstructed at LHCb. Despite this, measurements of the Bc lifetime
have recently been shown to imply serious constraints [94, 103] for models explaining RD(∗)
with contributions to the operator C3iS defined in Eq. (3.2). Here, we wish to point out
that the Bc → τν rate remains SM-like in this leptoquark model due to the presence of the
tensor contribution C3iT , and thus that measurements of the Bc lifetime do not constitute a
serious constraint on the model.
In Fig. 7 we plot the branching ratio Br(Bc → τν) in this leptoquark model against
interesting values of RD∗ , in the spirit of Fig. 1 of Ref. [94]. The blue curve represents
the contribution from only the Wilson coefficient CS , while the orange curve represents
the contribution from the scalar leptoquark φ where the scalar and tensor contributions
are related through Eq. (3.14c). The presence of both the scalar and tensor contributions
results renders the branching ratio SM-like, or slightly suppressed, in the region of interest.
3.2.2 Lepton flavor violating processes
The lepton-flavor symmetries present in the SM are broken by the Yukawa couplings of
the leptoquark to the SM fermions. This implies that φ can mediate processes that do not
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Figure 6: The results of our random scan showing RK against R
µ/e
D (top) and R
e/µ
D∗
(bottom) for the parameter choices detailed in Sec. 4 for ‘scan I’, in which the leptoquark
mass is allowed to vary to values as large as 5 TeV. For leptoquark masses between 3 and
5 TeV, the tension in RK can be significantly resolved while keeping LFU effects between
electron and muon modes mild.
conserve lepton flavor, of which those considered in our analysis are `i → `jγ, `i → `j`k`l
and muon–electron conversion in nuclei: µAZN → eAZN. We use the expressions for these
processes found in the Appendix of Ref. [76], adapted to the case of one leptoquark, and
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Figure 7: The branching ratio Br(Bc → τν) against RD∗ with new physics only in CS
(solid blue) and new physics in both CS and CT satisfying CS/CT = −4 (solid orange) and
CS/CT = −7.8 (dashed orange). The 30% limit is shown in red (dot-dashed). The dark
and light grey regions represent the 1 and 2σ regions for RD(∗) . In this leptoquark model,
Br(Bc → τν) remains SM-like in the region of interest.
direct the reader there for more details. We impose the following limits for the constraints:
Br(τ → µγ) < 4.4 · 10−8 [104], (3.22)
Br(τ → µµµ) < 2.1 · 10−8 [105], (3.23)
Br(µ19779Au→ e19779Au) < 7.0 · 10−13 [106]. (3.24)
In the µ → e transition, we only consider muon–electron conversion since this is the most
stringent of the muon’s LFV decay modes that the leptoquark can mediate [74, 76, 107].
The tree-level contributions to muon–electron conversion imply very strong constraints on
the coupling combinations involved. Assuming no accidental cancellation between terms,
the order-of-magnitude bounds [76]
z21y
∗
11, y21z
∗
11 .
(
4 · 10−9 − 7 · 10−8) m2φ
m2W
, (3.25)
z21z
∗
11, y21y
∗
11 .
(
10−8 − 10−7) m2φ
m2W
. (3.26)
can be evaded with small electron couplings.
3.2.3 Rare meson decays
The most important rare meson decays remain to be mentioned. We group them here
and separate their discussion based on the species of lepton in the final state. The decays
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studied are: (1) B → Kνν and K+ → pi+νν, involving neutrinos, and (2) D0 → µµ and
D+ → pi+µµ, involving charged leptons.
The decays B → Kνν and K+ → pi+νν heavily constrain the combination of Yukawa
couplings xij in this model since the SM contributions proceed at loop-level, while our
leptoquark mediates such neutral current quark decays at tree-level. The physics describing
this class of decays is described by the effective Lagrangian [108, 109]
L ijkl2 =
8GF√
2
e2
16pi2
VtdiV
∗
tdj
[
Cijkl2,L (d¯iγµPLdj)(ν¯kγ
µPLνl)
+Cijkl2,R (d¯iγµPRdj)(ν¯kγ
µPLνl)
]
+ h.c.
(3.27)
and operator coefficients
Cijkl2,L = −
√
2pi2
e2GFm2φ
x∗kjxli
VtdiV
∗
tdj
+ CSML δkl, C
ijkl
2,R = 0, (3.28)
where CSML = −X(m2t /m2W )/s2w. The SM loop function X(x) is given by [108–111]
X(x) =
x
8
[
x+ 2
x− 1 +
3x− 6
(x− 1)2 lnx
]
, (3.29)
and the ratio RννK ≡ Γ(B → Kνν)/Γ(B → Kνν)SM is constrained to satisfy RννK < 4.3 at
90% C.L. [112]. We find
RννK =
1
3
∑
ij
|C32ij2,L |2
|CSML |2
= 1 +
a2
3m4φ
∑
ij
∣∣∣∣x∗i2xj3VtbV ∗ts
∣∣∣∣2 − 2a3m2φ
∑
i
Re
(
x∗i2xi3
VtbV
∗
ts
)
,
(3.30)
where a =
√
2pi2/(e2GF |CSML |). Due to the absence of right-handed currents, our model
predicts RννK = R
νν
K∗ although the bound on R
νν
K∗ is slightly weaker, as is that for the
inclusive decay. A conservative limit on the combination (
∑
x∗i2xi3)/mˆ
2
φ can be derived
using the Schwartz inequality [40]:
− 0.05 . [x
†x]23
mˆ2φ
. 0.1, (3.31)
where we have assumed Arg(x∗i2xi3) = Arg(VtbV
∗
ts). We emphasize that this bound repre-
sents an insufficient condition for the model to respect the experimental limits. In Fig. 8 we
present the allowed region for non-zero x32 and x33 and mφ = 1 TeV—a coupling texture
interesting for explaining RD(∗) , although heavily constrained by R
νν
K .
The decay K+ → pi+νν constitutes the most stringent constraint on our model from
the kaon sector [113]. We find
Br(K+ → pi+νν) = 1
3
∑
ij
κ+
(ImVtsV ∗tds2wC21ij2,L
λ5
)2
+
(
Re
VtbV
∗
tss
2
wC
21ij
2,L
λ5
+ P(u,c)δij
)2 ,
(3.32)
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Figure 8: The region allowed by experimental limits on the decay B → Kνν in the |x33|–
|x32| plane for mφ = 1 TeV. All other couplings are switched off. A large value of |x33|
is essential to explaining RD(∗) , and the figure implies that such a requirement keeps |x32|
small.
by adapting Eq. (3.29) of Ref. [108], where the factor κ+ = (5.27±0.03)·10−11 is due mainly
to hadronic matrix elements, λ is the CKM Wolfenstein parameter, P(u,c) = 0.41 ± 0.05
accounts for the effects of light-quark loops, and the small electromagnetic corrections have
been neglected. The branching ratio for the decay has most recently been measured by the
E949 collaboration to be Br(K+ → pi+νν) = (1.73+1.15−1.05) · 10−10 [114]. A conservative limit
can be placed on the combination of new-physics couplings featuring in C21ij2,L by considering
only same-flavored neutrinos in the final state of the decay. Under the assumptions that
the couplings involved are real and that only one combination dominates, we find
− 9.1 · 10−4 < [x
†x]21
mˆ2φ
< 4.8 · 10−4. (3.33)
This bound can be avoided by considering a suppression of the leptoquark couplings to the
first generation of quarks.
In this leptoquark model, the coupling of the c-quark to the charged leptons is essential
for the explanation of the b → cτν anomalies. Also, as discussed earlier, the up-quark
couplings cannot be entirely avoided due to the stringency of Eq. (3.33) and the mixing of
Eq. (2.4). These factors make the physics of operators of the form Oijkl ∼ (uiΓuj)(`kΓ`l)
an important source of constraint on this model. Additionally, in order to ensure CφLL ≈
−1.2 in the model’s original conception, an ansatz for zij was chosen such that |z22| takes
O(1) values. Constraints from the decays D0 → µµ and D+ → pi+µµ are especially
worrying in this case, since the leptoquark mediates these processes at tree-level. Even
within the context of vanishing first-generation couplings, one cannot avoid inducing new-
physics interactions involving up quarks because of the mixing of Eq. (2.4). The new-physics
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contributions to decays of the form ui → uj`k`l can be contained within the effective
Lagrangian
L ijkl3 =
4GF√
2
[
Cijkl3,VR(u¯iγµPRuj)(
¯`
kγ
µPR`l) + C
ijkl
3,VL
(u¯iγµPLuj)(¯`kγ
µPL`l)
+ Cijkl3,T (u¯iσµνPRuj)(
¯`
kσ
µνPR`l) + C
ijkl
3,SL
(u¯iPLuj)(¯`kPL`l)
+ Cijkl3,SR(u¯iPRuj)(
¯`
kPR`l) + h.c.
]
,
(3.34)
with coefficients C3,i at the leptoquark mass scale given by
Cijkl3,{VL,VR} =
1
2
√
2GF
{
zkjz
∗
li
y∗kjyli
}
1
2m2φ
, (3.35)
Cijkl3,{SL,SR} =
1
2
√
2GF
{
zkjyli
y∗kjz
∗
li
}
1
2m2φ
, (3.36)
Cijkl3,T = −
1
4
Cijkl3,SL . (3.37)
For the scalar and tensor operators we account for the running of αs down to the charm-
quark mass scale as in Sec. 3.2.1.
For the leptonic decay, we find
Γ(D0 → µµ) = f
2
Dm
3
DG
2
F
32pi
(
mD
mc
)2
βµ
[ ∣∣C21223,SL − C21223,SR∣∣2 β2µ
+
∣∣∣∣C21223,SL + C21223,SR − 2mµmcm2D (C21223,VL + C21223,VR)
∣∣∣∣2
] (3.38a)
=
f2Dm
3
D
512pim4φ
(
mD
mc
)2
βµ
[
|y∗22z∗21 − z22y21|2β2µη2
+
∣∣∣∣η(y∗22z∗21 + z22y21)− 2mµmcm2D (z22z∗21 + y∗22y21)
∣∣∣∣2
]
,
(3.38b)
where βµ = (1−4m2µ/m2D)1/2 ≈ 0.99, fD = 212(2) MeV [93] and η = C21223,SL (mc)/C21223,SL (mφ).
In the limit that the left-handed contribution dominates, the bound
|x22| < 0.46mˆφ (3.39)
can be derived from the experimental upper limit Br(D0 → µµ) < 7.6 ·10−9 [115] assuming
x23  x22. One can arrange for a mild cancellation between the same- and mixed-chirality
terms in Eq. (3.38) by allowing the right-handed couplings y2(1,2) to take O(0.1) values,
however this creates tensions with other meson decays such as Ds → µν, K → µν and
D+ → pi+µµ, and we find no overlapping allowed region.
For the decay D+ → pi+µµ, we implement the calculation of Ref. [116]. The branching
ratio
Br(D+ → pi+µ+µ−) < 8.3 · 10−8, (3.40)
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is measured by extrapolating spectra over the resonant region [117], while the bounds on
the separate high- and low-q2 bins are
Br(D+ → pi+µ+µ−)q2∈[1.56,4.00] < 2.9 · 10−8, (3.41)
Br(D+ → pi+µ+µ−)q2∈[0.0625,0.276] < 2.5 · 10−8, (3.42)
where q2 ranges are given in GeV2. Both Eq. (3.41) and Eq. (3.42) are imposed in our
numerical scans.
3.2.4 Meson mixing
A complementary constraint on the left-handed couplings can be derived from Bs–B¯s mix-
ing, providing a stronger bound than RννK for leptoquark masses larger than a few TeV. The
UTfit collaboration determines constraints on ∆F = 2 processes in terms of the quotient
of the meson mixing amplitude and the SM prediction:
CBse
2iφBs ≡ 〈Bs|H
∆F=2|B¯s〉
〈Bs|H ∆F=2SM |B¯s〉
, (3.43)
and the current best fit values for these parameters are CBs = 1.052 ± 0.084 and φBs =
(0.72±2.06)◦ [118]. In the notation of Ref. [118], our leptoquark only generates the effective
operator Qij1 = C
bs
1 (q¯
α
i γµPLq
α
j )(q¯
β
i γ
µPLq
β
j ), where α and β are color indices, through box
diagrams with neutrinos and leptoquarks in the loop. The relevant operator coefficient,
defined at the high scale Λ, is
Cbs,φ1 (Λ) =
1
128pi2
(∑
i
x∗i3xi2
mφ
)2
, (3.44)
in the limit of vanishing SM fermion masses. The SM processes involve similar box diagrams
with top quarks and W bosons in the loop, inducing the Wilson coefficient (see e.g. [119])
Cbs,SM1 =
G2Fm
2
W
4pi2
(V ∗tbVts)
2S0(m
2
t /m
2
W ), (3.45)
where S0(x) is the well-known Inami-Lim function [120]:
S0(x) =
x3 − 11x2 + 4x
4(x− 1)2 −
3x3
2(x− 1)3 lnx. (3.46)
We account for the effect of the running of αs down to mW for the coefficient C
bs,φ
1 to
compare with the SM result using [121]
Cbs,φ1 (mW ) =
[
αs(mt)
αs(mW )
] γ
2β
(5)
0
[
αs(Λ)
αs(mt)
] γ
2β
(6)
0 Cbs,φ1 (Λ), (3.47)
where γ = 4 and β(nf )0 = 11−2nf/3. The combination of left-handed couplings in Eq. (3.44)
is thus required to satisfy
CBse
2iφBs = 1 +
1
32G2Fm
2
WS0(m
2
t /m
2
W )
(
η′
V ∗tbVts
∑
i
x∗i3xi2
mφ
)2
, (3.48)
where η′ = Cbs,φ1 (mW )/C
bs,φ
1 (mφ).
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3.2.5 Precision electroweak measurements
The Yukawa interactions of the leptoquark with both left- and right-handed SM fermions
give corrections to many electroweak observables. Precision measurements of these have
been translated into bounds on dimension-six operators in the literature, and we proceed by
applying the results of a recent fit to the electroweak precision data [122]. Specifically, we
consider the way in which the couplings xij and yij are constrained by precision electroweak
measurements of the Z`¯` couplings gL and gR. These receive corrections from leptoquark
loops in our model [40]:
δg`iI = (−1)δIR
3
32pi2
m2t
m2φ
(
ln
m2φ
m2t
− 1
)
|λIi3|2
− 1
32pi2
m2Z
m2φ
2∑
j
|λIij |2
[(
δIL − 4s
2
w
3
)(
ln
m2φ
m2Z
+ ipi +
1
3
)
− s
2
w
9
]
,
(3.49)
where I ∈ {L,R}, λLij = zij and λRij = yij . From Eq. (3.28) and Table 10 of Ref. [122], we
calculate the conservative constraints
Reδg`iL ∈ [−8.5, 12.0] · 10−4, Reδg`iR ∈ [−5.4, 6.7] · 10−4 (3.50)
at 95% confidence from the fit results obtained using the large-mt expansion. The ex-
pressions in Eq. (3.50) are conservative since we do not account for correlations between
different operators but this does not affect our results in an important way. The results of
the fit are sensitive to the interference between the SM and leptoquark contributions, hence
only the real part of the δg`iI is constrained.
4 Results and discussion
Below we study the extent to which the experimental anomalies in RD(∗) , RK(∗) and (g−2)µ
can be accommodated in light of the constraints presented in Sec. 3.2. We first consider
each anomaly separately and then present the combined parameter space.
For all of the random scans in this section our Monte Carlo strategy proceeds as fol-
lows. We sample random real values of the free parameters xij for i, j 6= 1 and lepto-
quark masses in the range mˆφ ∈ [0.6, 5]. Values are sampled from the region described in
Eq. (3.31)—a necessary condition for the xij to respect the bound from B → Kνν, dis-
cussed in Sec. 3.2.3—and the perturbativity bound |xij | ≤
√
4pi is imposed at sampling. The
values chosen for the right-handed couplings yij depend on the process studied, although
we find that only the y2i and y32 are important for our analysis. Two scans are performed,
here labelled I and II. Scan I explores the parameter space associated with RK(∗) and thus
only contains the couplings featuring in Eq. (3.8), while scan II is intended to elucidate the
parameter space associated with both RK(∗) and RD(∗) , hence y32 is included. An important
difference between scans I and II is that the former allows CφLR 6= 0, although this comes
at the expense of fewer points passing all of the constraints since the couplings y22 and y23
are heavily constrained by semileptonic charged current processes discussed in Sec. 3.2.1.
Explicitly, the parameters and respective ranges over which they are scanned are as follows.
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Scan I. 6 · 106 points sampled from the region in Eq. (3.31) subject to
• mˆφ ∈ [0.6, 5],
• |xij | ≤
√
4pi for i, j 6= 1,
• |y22|, |y23| ≤
√
4pi,
• All other couplings are set to zero.
Of the 6 · 106 points, only ∼ 5 · 103 pass all of the constraints.
Scan II. 6 · 106 points sampled from the region in Eq. (3.31) subject to
• mˆφ ∈ [0.6, 5],
• |xij | ≤
√
4pi for i, j 6= 1,
• |y23| ≤ 0.05, |y32| ≤
√
4pi,
• All other couplings, including y22, are set to zero.
We will see from the results of scan I that y22 ≈ 0 is preferred for RK(∗) , hence we take
it to vanish in scan II. The range |y23| ≤ 0.05 is motivated a posteriori by the fit to
(g−2)µ and the avoidance of a number of constraints. These relaxed requirements on
the y2i mean that, of the 6 ·106 generated points, ∼ 3.7 ·104 pass all of the constraints.
For each of the points the relevant observables and operators RD, RD∗ , C
φ
LL and C
φ
LR are
calculated and then the associated coupling constants are filtered through the constraints
considered, including RννK < 4.3.
Our analysis mainly focuses on answering the following questions: (1) To what extent
can the present leptoquark model explain RK(∗) while maintaining a SM-like RD(∗)? (2)
To what extent can it explain RD(∗) with a SM-like RK(∗)? (3) How well can all of the
anomalies be explained together? (4) Can neutrino masses be explained in the regions
relevant for the flavor anomalies? Questions (1)–(3) are addressed below in that order,
while (4) is addressed in Sec. 4.2. Throughout this discussion, the relative ease with which
this leptoquark model can explain the tension in (g−2)µ is exploited to simplify our study.
We do not include its calculation in our numerical scans, since the values of x23 and y23
required—namely, those satisfying Eq. (3.12)—are such that no constraints are encountered.
4.1 Flavor anomalies
Explaining RK(∗). In order for the leptoquark model to explain the measured tensions
in the b → s transition the left-handed couplings of φ to the second and third generation
of quarks are necessary to ensure a non-vanishing CφLL, a parameter space very heavily
constrained by the limits from rare meson decays discussed in Sec. 3.2.3. The necessary
condition Eq. (3.31) imposed by the bound on RννK can be combined with Eq. (3.8a) to
give [40]
2∑
i=1
|z2i|2 +
(
1− 0.77
mˆ2φ
)
|z23|2 ≈
(|Vus|2 + 1) |z22|2 +(1− 0.8
mˆ2φ
)
|z23|2
& −6CφLL.
(4.1)
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It follows that O(1) couplings to the muon are necessary for the model to meet the bench-
mark CφLL ≈ −1.2. For small leptoquark masses the model prefers a large |z22| since the
top contribution is suppressed through destructive interference between the box diagrams
in Fig. 3, however the limit from D0 → µµ [see Eq. (3.39)] prohibits such a scenario. In-
deed, the analysis of Ref. [41] indicates that the constraint following from the LFU evident
in Rµ/eD also constitutes a very serious stumbling-block for the model’s explanation of the
b → s data for mφ . 1 TeV. We make progress by performing a random scan in which
the leptoquark mass is allowed to vary up to 5 TeV—such large masses have the effect of
lifting the suppression on the last term in Eq. (4.1) and permitting larger values for z22
according to Eq. (3.39). In addition to the xij , we turn on the y2i with i 6= 1 in order
to study the extent to which CφLR can contribute. These define the parameters of scan I,
introduced above, and we present the results of this scan along with those of scan II, for
which CLR = 0, in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. We highlight those points for which the RD(∗) ob-
servables remain SM-like, that is, within twice the theoretical error associated with the SM
predictions we cite in Table 1. Consistent with our comments in Section 3.2.1, we find that
any phenomenologically viable explanation of the anomalous b→ s data in this leptoquark
model requires mφ & 2.5 TeV. Additionally, constraints from the τ → µ flavor-changing
observables require |x32| > |x33| for large |x32|. Although the benchmark value CφLL ≈ −1.2
is unattainable in light of the constraints we have considered for a perturbative x23, the
model can reduce the tension in RK(∗) to within 1σ, a significant improvement on the SM.
Points in parameter space implying such large, negative values for CφLL also entail a vanish-
ing CLR, although even in this region agreement with all of the b→ s data can be slightly
better than 3σ.
Explaining RD(∗). We move on to consider the extent to which the leptoquark can ex-
plain the anomalies in the b → c transition. The fit presented in Fig. 2 suggests two
scenarios for explaining the measured tensions in the b → c`ν decays in the region A: (i)
new physics only in C33V , or (ii) new-physics in C
33
V along with contributions from C
33
S and
C33T . Possibility (i) is consistent with the best-fit value, and this is the region of parameter
space considered in the model’s original form. However, we emphasize that the conditions
presented in Eq. (3.31) and Eq. (3.50) are sufficient to preclude that effects in C33V alone
could be responsible for the enhancement of the RD(∗) ratios. The product x
∗
32x33 is heavily
constrained from RννK and Bs–B¯s mixing, as indicated in Fig. 8. One could consider gener-
ating z23, and therefore C33V , through quark mixing, thus making do only with a non-zero
x33 and avoiding these constraints. This set-up, however, requires excessively large values of
x33 to explain RD(∗) , causing the leptoquark’s contributions to the Zττ¯ coupling to exceed
current experimental limits—a result we illustrate in Fig. 11. In addition, we find the effects
of lepton-flavor violation to be subdued, since such contributions add incoherently to the
W -mediated SM processes, and thus entail couplings large enough to conflict with measure-
ments of Bs–B¯s mixing and precision electroweak observables. Scenario (ii) involves new
physics in CijS and C
ij
T . The most minimal approach here is to turn on only the bottom–
tau-neutrino interaction x33 and the right-handed tau–charm coupling y32. A non-zero x33
will generate C33V through quark-mixing. We find the coupling y32 to be weakly constrained
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(a) The results of scan I (black) and scan II (red) projected onto the CφLL–C
φ
LR plane. The colored
contours correspond to those in Fig. 4: the orange represent the fit to only LFU observables while
the blue take into account all b → s observables. The model can alleviate the tensions in LFU
observables to just within the 1σ region, a significant improvement on the SM. In this region,
CφLR ≈ 0, implying a suppression of the y2i. Agreement with all of the b→ s data is not as good.
(b) A scatter plot showing the results of scan
II projected onto the CφLL–mˆφ plane. Yel-
low points imply SM-like values for RD and
RD∗ . The constraints imposed by D0 → µµ,
D+ → pi+µµ and Z → µµ¯ disfavor light lep-
toquark masses.
(c) A scatter plot of CφLL against the ratio
x33/x23 for parameters subject to scan II.
Again, yellow points correspond to SM-like
RD andRD∗ . A large, negative value for C
φ
LL
requires |x23| > |x33| to keep LFV τ → µ ob-
servables at bay.
Figure 9: The key results probing the extent to which the model can explain the tensions
in RK(∗) . Significant improvement from the SM is possible for leptoquark masses between
3 and 5 TeV, |x23| > |x33| and suppressed y2i. The grey areas in (b) and (c) are the 1 and
2σ allowed regions for RK(∗) .
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by the precision electroweak measurements discussed earlier: in the limit |y32|  |y3(1,3)|,
the bound
|y32| < 3.69mˆφ√
1 + 0.39 ln mˆφ
, (4.2)
follows from Eq. (3.50). In addition, small values of the muon–top coupling y23 will allow
sizeable contributions to (g − 2)µ in the presence of x23 6= 0 because of the top-mass
enhancement in the mixed-chirality term of Eq. (3.11). This minimal texture involving only
third-generation couplings to left-handed quarks comes with the additional benefit that the
leptoquark can evade the constraints from measurements of RννK and Bs–B¯s mixing. In fact,
the only serious constraint is that arising from the modification of the Zττ¯ coupling from a
large x33, a situation that can be remedied for y32 ∼ O(1), allowing a good fit to the RD(∗)
data for slightly smaller values of x33. A sizeable y32 is thus a necessary requirement for this
leptoquark model to explain the experimental anomalies in RD and RD∗ . For example, the
parameter choices mφ = 1 TeV, x33 = 1.3 and y32 = 0.3 are sufficient to explain RD(∗) to
within 1σ, and this choice of couplings passes all the constraints we impose. Note also that
the measured tension in (g−2)µ can be accommodated at the same time since the couplings
involved are unimportant for b → cτν. Saturating both x33 and y32 at the perturbativity
bound
√
4pi, we find that an explanation of RD(∗) loses viability at ∼ 10 TeV.
In Fig. 12 we present the results of scan II in the RD–RD∗ plane, while Fig. 13 displays
the values of the Yukawa couplings from the same scan that lead to interesting RD values.
Limits on the B → Kνν rate and measurements of Bs–B¯s mixing constrain the xi2 to
be small, while large values for x33 and y32 are necessary since their product appears in
the expressions for C33V , C
33
S and C
33
T . As discussed above, these large x33 values imply
dangerous contributions to Z → ττ , causing few points to stray into the 1σ region. The
model can, however, significantly reduce the tension in the b → cτν measurements in a
large region of parameter space. Agreement with the Belle result from Ref. [26] is better
than the combined fit, since this model predicts slightly smaller values of RD∗ than those
suggested by the BaBar and LHCb measurements.
Explaining both RK(∗) and RD(∗). In order to establish the full power of the model to
explain both RD(∗) and RK(∗) , we perform a complete scan over the 7-dimensional parameter
space spanned by the leptoquark mass and the couplings xij for i, j 6= 1, y23 and y32—the
parameters of scan II. Results from this scan have been presented above in the context
of explaining one or the other anomaly separately, although in this case the blue points
of Figs. 9b, 9c, 10, 12, 13 and red points of Fig. 9 are relevant. In addition to these,
we present the results of scan II in CLL–RD–RD∗ space, where color is used as the third
axis, in Fig. 13. This plot demonstrates a mild tension between RK(∗) and RD(∗) in this
leptoquark model: points lying within the 1σ region for RK(∗) keep RD∗ SM-like, while
those breaching the 1σ boundary for RD and RD∗ imply C
φ
LL ≈ 0. This can be attributed
to the behavior evident in Fig. 9c: large, negative values of CφLL require x33 ≈ 0, but x33 is
essential to this model’s explanation of RD(∗) , since it features in C
33
V,S,T . At best, we find
that the model can explain all of the discrepant measurements to within 2σ, a striking level
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of consistency with all constraints and anomalies. In both cases the (g − 2)µ anomaly can
also be accommodated.
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Figure 10: Slices through the parameter space investigated through scans I and II. The
value of CφLL is plotted against each Yukawa coupling scanned over. Plots agains the xij
contain points from scan II and hence 1 and 2σ regions for RK(∗) can be specified since
CLR = 0, these are shaded grey, and points implying SM-like RD(∗) values are shown in
yellow. Plots against the y2i are from scan I, for which all points predict SM-like RD(∗)
since y32 = 0. Large values of x23 are essential for an adequate explanation of the b → s
data in this model, while small, but non-zero, values for x22 are necessary to allow C
φ
LL
to be negative. The values of x23 required to explain the LFU observables to 2σ begin to
impinge on the perturbativity constraint |x23| <
√
4pi.
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Figure 11: The solid blue lines represents the dependence of RD (left) and RD(∗) (right) on
|x33| when all other couplings are set to zero and mφ = 1 TeV. A non-zero x33 generates a
small z32 through the quark mixing of Eq. (2.4), although the |x33| values required to meet
the anomalies become large enough to dangerously modify the Z → ττ rate. The values of
|x33| excluded by measurements of the Zττ coupling are shaded red. The solid black line
represents the central values of the measurements for RD and RD(∗) , and the grey areas are
the 1 and 2σ regions.
Figure 12: The results of scan II presented as a scatter plot of RD against RD∗ . The
orange points keep CLL SM-like, while blue points show a > 1% deviation in CLL from the
SM prediction. The dashed black ellipses represent the 1, 2 and 3σ contours from our fit
with an assumed correlation ρ = −0.2, while the solid red curve indicates the 1σ allowed
region implied by the Belle measurement from Ref. [26]. The anomalies in b→ cτν can be
accommodated in this model, although even small, non-zero values for the xi2 cause tension
with limits from B → Kνν and measurements of Bs–B¯s mixing, causing few points to stray
into the 1σ region of our fit.
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Figure 13: Slices through the parameter space of scan II. The solid black line represents
the central value of the RD measurement, and the grey bands correspond to the 1 and 2σ
regions. The orange points keep CLL SM-like, while blue points show > 1% deviation in CLL
from the SM prediction. Large values x33 and y32 are necessary for an adequate explanation
of RD since these feature in CS and CT . Other left-handed couplings must be small to evade
constraints from RννK and Bs–B¯s mixing. The results for RD∗ are qualitatively the same.
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Figure 14: A projection of the random points subject to scan II onto the RD–C
φ
LL plane,
with colors corresponding to σ-regions of the fit to RD∗ : black, green, red and blue points
lie in the 1, 2, 3 or > 3σ region for RD∗ . The solid black line represents the central value of
the RD measurement, and the grey bands correspond to the 1 and 2σ regions. Parameter
choices leading to the required large, negative value for CφLL tend to compromise agreement
with measurements of RD∗ . A combined explanation of RD(∗) and RK(∗) is only possible at
the 2σ level for both anomalies. This represents a significant improvement on the SM.
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4.2 A representative neutrino mass realization
In this section we incorporate the BN leptoquark into the two-loop neutrino mass model
developed and studied in detail in Ref. [76]. We summarize the key features of the model
below, and point the reader to the original paper for more detail.
Following Ref. [76] we couple the leptoquark φ to the color-octet Majorana fermion
f ∼ (8,1, 0) in order to introduce the lepton-number violating terms mfff and wid¯ifφ.
The dimension-9 ∆L = 2 effective operator LLQdcQdc is generated when the heavy fields
f and φ are integrated out. The neutrino mass is proportional to the product of down-type
quark mass matrices, which is dominated by the bottom quark mass. We do not consider
the case where a strong hierarchy in the wi undermines this dominance, and thus only
the coupling to the third generation of quarks (w3) is important for the neutrino mass
generation. For this reason we set w1,2 = 0 to simplify the calculation of the neutrino mass.
In this limit the neutrino mass matrix will have unit rank and an additional generation of the
leptoquark φ is needed to satisfy current oscillation data. Replacing φ with φa = (φ1, φ2) in
Eq. (2.1), small neutrino masses are generated through the two-loop graph shown in Fig. 15
and the neutrino mass is given by
Mij ≈ 4mfm
2
b
(2pi)8
2∑
a,b
(xi3aw3a)Iab(xj3bw3b), (4.3)
where I is the matrix of loop integrals in the leptoquark-generation space whose explicit
form can be found in Ref. [76]. This expression for the mass matrix can be solved for the
xi3a through the Casas–Ibarra procedure [123] to give
xi3a =
(2pi)4
2w3amb
√
mf
U∗ij [M˜
1/2]jkRkb[I˜
−1/2S]ba, (4.4)
where tildes denote real and positive diagonal matrices and S diagonalizes the matrix I.
We use the best-fit values from the NuFIT collaboration for the neutrino mixing angles and
mass-squared differences [124, 125]:
sin2 θ12 = 0.306, ∆m
2
21 = 7.50 · 10−5 eV2,
sin2 θ13 = 0.02166, ∆m
2
31 = 2.524 · 10−3 eV2 (NO),
sin2 θ23 = 0.441 (NO), ∆m232 = −2.514 · 10−3 eV2 (IO),
sin2 θ23 = 0.587 (IO).
(4.5)
The mass-squared differences fix the elements of M˜, since the lightest neutrino in this model
is almost massless. In the cases of normal and inverted neutrino mass hierarchy,
RNO =
 0 0cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
 , RIO =
cos θ − sin θsin θ cos θ
0 0
 , (4.6)
and θ ∈ C parameterizes the leptoquark–fermion Yukawa couplings through Eq. (4.4) in
such a way that the correct pattern of neutrino masses and mixings is produced. Here
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Figure 15: Two loop neutrino mass generation in the model of Ref. [76]. For simplicity we
consider the case where the leptoquark φ couples significantly only to the third generation
of quarks. At least two flavors of φ are required to meet the neutrino data.
we consider the region of parameter space where mφ2 ,mf  mφ1 so that φ1 comes to be
identified as the BN leptoquark, while φ2 and f are effectively divorced from the flavor
anomalies. For this reason we refer to φ1 simply as φ and suppress the leptoquark-flavor
indices for the remainder of the discussion unless a distinction is necessary. The limit
mφ1  mφ2 also allows for a simplification in the matrix product I˜−1/2S featuring in
Eq. (4.4):
I˜−1/2S ≈ I−1/211
(
−i i/
1 
)
, (4.7)
where  ≡ I12/I11  1. This flavor structure implies that its contribution to neutrino
mixing is small, and thus the PMNS parameters are principally determined by the Yukawa
couplings xi3a. We exploit this relative insensitivity to mf and mφ2 to simplify our analysis
in the following.
The decoupling of f and φ2 from the relevant flavor physics makes w3 an effectively free
parameter that acts as a lepton-flavor-blind scaling factor on the couplings of the leptoquark
to the third generation of quarks, while θ governs their relative sizes for a given leptoquark
flavor. We plot the xi3 against real θ values in Fig. 16 for the mass choices mf = 25 TeV,
mφ2 = 20 TeV and mφ1 = 4 TeV with fixed w3 = 0.003. Both the normal and inverted
hierarchies are considered.
Both Fig. 16 and Eq. (4.4) indicate that, with the inclusion of neutrino mass, the
couplings to the electron and electron-neutrino cannot be turned off ad libitum. Even a
small electron coupling z13 6= 0 can generate dangerous contributions to muon–electron
conversion in nuclei in the presence of z23 6= 0, necessary for the model to alleviate the
tensions in the b→ s transition. We plot the current limit from muon–electron conversion
experiments in gold nuclei Br(µ19779Au → e19779Au) < 7.0 · 10−13 [98] against θ and w3 in
Fig. 17 for both the normal and inverted hierarchies and a range of masses mφ1 . The
prospective limit from the COMET experiment: Br ∼ 10−16 [126], is also shown. A fit to
the neutrino oscillation data while respecting measurements of muon–electron conversion
implies a fine-tuning in θ—or, equivalently, z31—to arrange |z31|  |z33|, pushing the model
into a very specific region of parameter space. The required x31 ≈ 0 can be arranged with
θ ≈ 3.08± npi, fixing the ratio x33/x32 = 1.96 for the normal neutrino mass hierarchy, and
x33/x32 = −0.85 for the inverted hierarchy. Comparison with Fig. 9c, however, indicates
that neither of the aforementioned ratios can allow large contributions to RK(∗) in the
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(a) Normal neutrino mass hierarchy.
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(b) Inverted neutrino mass hierarchy.
Figure 16: Plots of the relative sizes of the couplings of the leptoquark φ1 to the bottom
quark and the ith neutrino flavor against θ, the Casas–Ibarra parameter, for mf = 25 TeV,
mφ2 = 20 TeV, mφ1 = 4 TeV and w3 = 0.003. We only consider the case θ ∈ R here.
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Figure 17: The figure shows the current (solid) and expected [126] (dashed) limits from
muon–electron conversion in nuclei in the θ–w3 plane for normal mass ordering (blue) and
inverted ordering (orange). The region below each curve is ruled out. The dips at θ ≈ 3.08
and θ ≈ 6.22 stretch to negative infinity. Aside from accidental cancellation, the values
θ ≈ 3.08, 6.22 ensure that the coupling to the electron vanishes. Only real values of θ are
considered.
correct direction, although the inverted hierarchy does slightly better than the normal
mass ordering. This makes a combined explanation of the b → s anomalies and neutrino
mass in this model problematic. If, instead, one required that this model explain RD(∗) ,
(g−2)µ and neutrino mass, the values of x33 required are compatible with both the normal
and inverted hierarchies, and the model remains agnostic with respect to its preference.
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5 Conclusions
We have reconsidered the potential of a scalar leptoquark φ ∼ (3,1,−1/3) to explain recent
B-physics anomalies—the LFU ratios RK(∗) and RD(∗) , anomalies in branching ratio data
and angular observables in the b→ s transition, as well as the anomalous magnetic moment
of the muon.
The leptoquark can reduce the tension in the RD(∗) observables to within 1σ of their
current experimental values at the price of a sizeable coupling to the right-handed tau
and charm quark. The explanation loses viability for masses above about 10 TeV. The
leptoquark can also reduce the tensions in the b→ s data, particularly the LFU observables
RK and RK∗ , albeit at some expense to the explanation of RD(∗) . Explicitly, the region of
parameter space in which RD(∗) is accommodated to within 1σ implies RK(∗) values differing
from SM prediction by < 1%, and coupling textures explaining RK(∗) to within 1σ keep
RD(∗) within theoretical uncertainty from SM prediction. At best, we find that the model
can accommodate the combined tension from both RK(∗) and RD(∗) to within 2σ as well
as eliminate the tension in (g − 2)µ, a remarkable feat for a single-particle extension of the
SM.
A crucial new ingredient for this model’s explanation of RD(∗) is the consideration of the
area of parameter space in which the coupling y32 is large. The combination of right- and
left-handed couplings induces scalar and tensor operators, which lift the chirality suppres-
sion of the B-meson decays and consequently produce a sizeable new-physics contribution.
Moreover the tensor contribution resolves a possible tension induced by the scalar contri-
bution to leptonic charmed B-meson decays, Bc → τν. In our numerical scans we found
that the right-handed Yukawa coupling y32 need take O(1) values, while the left-handed
couplings x22 and x32 and the right-handed coupling y22 are required to be small. Inter-
estingly, this model predicts a value of RD∗ slightly smaller than that suggested by current
data, consistent with the Belle results.
An explanation of RK(∗) requires O(1) couplings of the leptoquark to the muon, a
scenario in conflict with the experimental measurements of the decays of the Z boson
and D0 mesons in the context of this leptoquark model. Moreover, the tension between
RK(∗) and the lepton universality ratio R
µ/e
D(∗) , pointed out in Ref. [41], is naturally relieved
for leptoquark masses mφ & 1 TeV. Consequently, the best fit to RK(∗) (requiring large,
negative values of CφLL) is obtained for large leptoquark masses of ∼ 5 TeV with a large
hierarchy between the left-handed couplings |x32|  |x33| to avoid constraints from τ → µ
LFV transitions.
Apart from the anomalies in lepton flavor universality ratios, the leptoquark can easily
account for the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon by an appropriate choice of
the product of couplings y23z23. Moreover, the leptoquark appears naturally in models of
neutrino mass [75, 76, 107, 127]. We explicitly demonstrate the possibility to explain RD(∗)
in the two-loop neutrino mass model proposed in Ref. [76].
At a future 100 TeV proton–proton collider the pair-production cross section of the
leptoquark will be substantially enhanced compared to the LHC with about 1 fb for a
5 TeV leptoquark [128] and thus will be able to probe most of the relevant parameter space
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for the B-physics anomalies studied here.
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